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ABSTRACT 

The Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) is zoonotic reservoir pathogen causes several problems in healthcare 

regimes in Saudi Arabia. Knowledge is very important for health care workers who exposed to high risk levels of new diseases. Aim: 

to evaluate knowledge and preventive measures toward MERS-CoV for healthcare stuff in Tabuk. Design: A descriptive cross-

sectional design used in our investigation. Setting: Our investigation conduct at 4 Primary Health Centers in Tabuk region 

(Sulaymaniyah, Almahragan, Alworood, Almorog) and Umluj General Hospital. Sample: Simple random sample was used to choose 

25% of primary health centers, then comprehensive sample (health care providers (HCPs) doctors and nurses from the previously 

mentioned settings 150 HCPs which include 40 doctors and 110 nurses were taken according to inclusion criteria. Two tools were 

used for collecting; self-administrated questionnaire sheet: which includes socio-demographic data and knowledge assessment and 

preventive behavior scale against MERS-CoV. Results: More than half of the studied nurses & 37.5 % of the studied doctors had poor 

knowledge regarding MERS-CoV and nearly three quarters of the studied nurses and doctors respectively had good preventive 

measures regarding MERS-CoV. Moreover, a positively correlation reported among total nurses knowledge and their preventive 

measures regarding MERS-CoV. Conclusion & recommendation: Most of the studied HCPs represented good preventive measures 

regarding MERS-CoV. While, most of the studied nurses had poor knowledge; regarding MERS-CoV. Therefore, health education 

sessions to augment HCPs knowledge and preventive measures MERS are recommended. 
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1. BACKGROUND 

The Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) is lethal zoonotic virus in the Middle East and usually caused mild-

to-moderate upper respiratory tract diseases. Therapies under developing are ribavirin a, interferon alpha, and mycophenolic acid 

(WHO, 2015 & Al-Osail and Al-Wazzah, 2017). MERS-CoV was discovered  in June, 2012 and SARS-CoV-2, name as (COVID-19) in 

12/ 2019  after post clinical samples sequencing in Wuhan, China ( Xu et al., 2020; WHO, 2020). It spreads in the same way as other 

cold viruses do. This can either be through infected people either cough or sneeze, throughout touched infected persons, or 

contaminating  things presented in overcrowded places including a runny nose, coughing, sore throat, and sometimes fever. Also, 

shortness of breath may progress to pneumonia.  Coronaviruses symptoms are generally similar to many respiratory infections. Lab 

tests included a culture from nose or throat and blood work up were very important to find out whether it is cold from coronavirus 

or not (Abdel-Moneim, 2014; Assiri et al., 2013).  

Isolated critically patients are very essential and apply airborne precautions is important (WHO, 2015). It isn't constantly possible 

to distinguish patients with MERS-CoV early because like other respiratory diseases, the early side effects of MERS-CoV are non-

explicit. Consequently, human services workers should dependably apply standard precautionary measures reliably with all patients, 

paying little mind to their finding. So, nourishment and cleanliness practices have to be watched. Individuals should prevent drinking 

crude camel drain, camel pee or eating meat that has not been legitimately cooked. Hand washing and utilizing tissues when 

sniffling and hacking may help to prevent its transmission. Human-to-human transmission risks or infectious spread could be 

reduced by strict standard infection control precaution implementation (Memish, et al., 2014).  

Healthcare providers (HCPs) are mostly affected as the front line in coping with the MERS-CoV. Ensuring the safety of HCPs is not 

only essential in protecting them against the virus but also in preventing the transmission of the virus (Park, 2018; Wang et al., 2020). 

The knowledge of HCPs in Mecca, Medina and Jeddah about MERS is not enough and needs more further education and training 

programs.  

Healthcare workers infected about 939 cases in July 2015 and 174 cases acquired by other patients while they are in hospital as 

the majority of the HCPs in these areas   (Alsahafi & Cheng, 2016). No vaccine or explicit treatment is as of now accessible. So, 

prevention is a very important step in health education. We don’t have the proper structure and treatment for MERS-CoV (Chan et 

al., 2013; Faridi, 2018).  

   

Significance of the study 

The Middle East and globally affecting as of February 2018 a total 2143 human cases from 27 countries with 750 deaths and above 

80% of cases originated from the Arabian Peninsula; mainly from Saudi Arabia, and most diagnosed outside the Middle East could 

traced to patients travel from the same region (Anon, 2018). Tabuk was considered one of infected regions at the level of Saudi 

Arabia during 2016 (National Command and Control Center, 2017).  

Infections affected negatively on human life qualities. Human transmission of emergent pathogens with possible pandemic 

regularly produces panic (Macciocchi, et al., 2016). MERS-CoV epidemic continues to progress, effective infection control measures 

are needed in health care facilities. In particular, HCPs are at great risk of acquiring this infection or become a source of transmission 

to patients that brings into light the vital need of developing awareness program (Maltezou & Tsiodras, 2014).  

To ensure the protection of the HCPs and safeguard Saudi Arabia of MERS-CoV outbreak, it is urgent needs to understand HCP’s 

awareness of MERS-CoV. Therefore, this study aims to assessment knowledge, and preventive behaviors towards MERS-CoV among 

HCPs in Tabuk region 

 

Aim of the study 

• Assess knowledge of HCPs regarding MERS-CoV. 

• Assess preventive behavior of HCPs regarding MERS-CoV.  

• Assess the relationship between HCPs’ knowledge, preventive measures towards MERS-CoV & their demographic characteristics. 

 

2. METHODS 

Design 

Descriptive correlational research design use for fulfill our aims. 

 

Setting 

Investigation conducted at 4 Primary Health Centers in Tabuk region (Sulaymaniyah, Almahragan, Alworood, Almorog) and Umluj 

General Hospital. 
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Subjects 

Sample Type and Criteria 

Simple random used to choose 25% of primary health centers, then a convenience sample (All HCPs of doctors and nurses from the 

previously mentioned settings who provide direct healthcare services to patients and taken according to: 

 

Inclusion Criteria 

Males and females physicians and nurses who work in previous settings at least 6 months experience would ask for their consent to 

participate. 

 

Subject Size  

150 HCPs which include 40 doctors and 110 nurses out of  total 245 taken according to inclusion criteria (Raosoft, 2008) 80%, 

response distribution as 50%, while confidence interval and margin of error was set at 95% and 5% respectively.  

 

Data Collection 

Using two tools for collecting data 

A: Self-administrated questionnaire sheet: according to Almutairi et al., 2015; Khan et al., 2014 which involved two main parts:  

• Socio-demographic data as (age, sex, residence, experience & income) 

• Assessment the knowledge among HCPs regarding  MERS-CoV as (definition, types, causes, risk factors, sign and 

symptoms, complications, early detection measures, treatment measures and preventive measures).  

The scoring system calculates for every item as follows: correct answer (2 points), incomplete answer (1 point), unknown or 

incorrect answer (zero). Total score related to knowledge satisfactory when ration ≥ 60% and poor when less than 60%.  

   

B: Preventive behavior scale against MERS-CoV: Consisted of 12 items, focused on respondent practices degree of preventive 

behavior and calculated for each item as: Each item in the scale is scored in scale ranging from (Always = 2, Never = 1). The 

minimum total score is 12 and the maximum total score is 24, higher total scores indicate higher preventive behavior. The practices 

of preventive behavior were considered good if ratio ≥ 60% and poor if score% less than 60%. 

 

Tools Reliability & Validity 

Appropriateness, completeness and legibility are reviewed by an expert panel consisting of five community health nursing experts. 

Panel ascertains the face and content validity of the tools. The reliability was done by using Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient test and 

revealed every two tools consisted of homogenous items as high reliability of each tool. An internal consistency of tool I = 0.80, tool 

II = 0.90  

 

Pilot Study 

Pilot studied carried out on 10% of sample (30) of HCPs was excluding from sample with the main purpose. 

 

Procedures 

Participants briefed about our objectives and outcomes and agreed to sign the consent form were enrolled and asked later to fill 

questionnaire. Average time for completion questionnaire and preventive scale was (20-25 minutes). The study period is of 9 months 

from beginning of May 2019 to the end of January 2020. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Data analysis performed by Statistical SPSS version 20.0 Descriptive statistics use to describe characteristics of the study subjects (e. 

g. frequency, percentages, mean, and standard deviation). Test of significance used. Correlation coefficient calculated among 

knowledge score and preventive measures regard to MERS-CoV P ≤ .05. 

 

3. RESULTS 

Table 1 shows demographic characteristics of the studied HCPs. It was observed that 88.2% of the studied nurses were aged from 

18-30 years with a mean of age 29.53±3.48 years and majority of the studied nurses (94.5%) were females. While 45 % of the studied 

doctors were aged from 31-40 years with a mean of age 41.52 ± 8.15 years and most of the studied doctors (72.5%) were males. As 

regard their residence majority of doctors and nurses 92.5% and 81.8% respectively were in urban areas residence. In addition, 
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experiences were ≤ 10 years and 11-20 years for l 78.2% and 47.5% of nurses and doctors respectively. Furthermore, 80% of nurses 

and 65% of doctors had sufficient monthly income. 

 

Table 1 Frequency distribution of studied HCPs according to their demographic characteristic. (n=150) 

Items 

Doctors 

(n=40) 

No 

% 

Nurses 

(n=110) 

No 

% X2 p-value  

Age 

18-30 1 2.5 97 88.2 

102.07 .000 
31-40 18 45.0 11 10.0 

41-50 7 17.5 2 1.8 

50-60 14 35.0 0 0.0 

Mean  SD 41.52±8.15 29.53±3.48  

Sex 

Male 29 72.5 6 5.5 
73.70 .000 

Female 11 27.5 104 94.5 

Residence 

Urban 37 92.5 90 81.8 
2.57 .108 

Rural 3 7.5 20 18.2 

Experience / years 

≤ 10 10 25.0 86 78.2 

39.36 .000 11-20 19 47.5 20 18.2 

21-30 11 27.5 4 3.6 

Income 

Sufficient 26 65.0 88 80.0 

28.52 .000 
Insufficient 0 0.0 17 15.5 

Sufficient 

and save 
14 35.0 5 4.5 

 

Table 2 Frequency distribution of studied HCPs according to their knowledge regarding MERS-CoV (n=150) 

                                         

 

                          

Items 

Doctors (40) Nurses (110) 

X2 P value 
Correct 

answer 

Incomplete 

answer 
Don’t know 

Correct 

answer 

Incomplete 

answer 
Don’t know 

No % No % No % No % No % No % 

Definition of MERS-CoV 12 30.0 9 22.5 19 47.5 7 6.4 31 28.2 72 65.5 14.85 <.001** 

Types of MERS-CoV 9 22.5 6 15.0 25 62.5 15 13.6 4 3.6 91 82.7 8.67 <.05* 

Causes of MERS-CoV 21 52.5 7 17.5 12 30.0 32 29.1 45 40.9 33 30.0 9.18 <.05* 

Risk factors  of MERS-CoV 19 47.5 11 27.5 10 25.0 14 12.7 42 38.2 54 49.1 21.05 <.001** 

Sign and symptoms of 

MERS-CoV 
21 52.5 14 35.0 5 12.5 40 36.4 39 35.5 31 28.2 4.88 .087 

Complications of MERS-CoV 13 32.5 14 35.0 13 32.5 17 15.5 31 28.2 62 56.4 8.05 <.05* 

Early detection measures of 

MERS-CoV 
20 50.0 17 42.5 8 7.3 54 49.1 48 43.6 3 7.5 0.016 .992 

Treatment measures for 

MERS-CoV 
19 47.5 21 52.5 0 0.0 42 38.2 38 34.5 30 27.3 13.93 <.001** 

Preventive  measures of 

MERS-CoV 
16 40.0 9 22.5 15 37.5 38 34.5 19 17.3 53 48.2 1.410 .494 

**A highly statistical significant difference (P ≤ .001)                                                             

* Statistical significant difference (P ≤ .05) 
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Table 2 illustrates the percent distribution of the study subjects according to their knowledge regarding MERS-CoV. As observed, 

highly statistically significant difference was found between doctors and nurses regarding their knowledge about definition, risk 

factors & treatment measures of MERS-CoV. It was found that 30.0 %, 47.5 % and 47.5% of the doctors and 6.4%, 12.7 % and 38.2% 

of the nurses respectively had correct answer regarding definition, risk factors & treatment measures of MERS-CoV. Also, it was 

found that no statistically significant difference was found between doctors and nurses regarding their knowledge about sign and 

symptoms, early detection measures and preventive measures of MERS-CoV.  

 

 

Figure 1 Frequency distribution of studied HCPs according to total knowledge regarding MERS-CoV. (n=150) 

 

Figure 1 clarifies the distribution of the studied subjects according to their total knowledge score regarding MERS-CoV. It was 

clear that, 63.6 % of the studied nurses had poor knowledge regarding MERS-CoV. While 37.5 % of the studied doctors; had poor 

knowledge regarding MERS-CoV. Only 15.0% and 12.7% of the studied doctors and nurses respectively had average knowledge. 

 

Table 3 Frequency distribution of studied HCPs according to their preventive measures regarding MERS-CoV. (n=150)  

Items 

Doctors (n=40) Nurses (n=110) 

X2 p-value     Always Never     Always Never 

No % No % No % No % 

Cleaning and disinfecting 

tools and surfaces 
40 100.0 0 0.0 110 100.0 0 0.0 - - 

Ventilate the room 38 95.0 2 5.0 104 94.5 6 5.5 0.012 .913 

Avoid direct contact with 

the patient and with his 

own tools 

40 100.0 0 0.0 108 98.2 2 1.8 0.737 .391 

Using a muzzle 40 100.0 0 0.0 100 90.9 10 9.1 3.896 .048 

Avoid touching the eyes, 

nose, or mouth before 

washing your hands 

40 100.0 0 0.0 103 93.6 7 6.4 2.670 .102 

Wash and disinfect your 

hands with hand sanitizer 
40 100.0 0 0.0 108 98.2 2 1.8 0.737 .391 

Isolate the patient 40 100.0 0 0.0 106 96.4 4 3.6 1.494 .222 

Using a hand gloves 40 100.0 0 0.0 104 94.5 6 5.5 2.273 .132 

Using a tissue to cover 

the mouth when sneezing 

or coughing 

40 100.0 0 0.0 106 96.4 4 3.6 1.494 .222 

Using protective gowns 40 100.0 0 0.0 92 83.6 18 16.4 7.438 .006 

0

10

20
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40

50

60

70

Good Average Poor

47.5

15.0

37.5

23.6

12.7
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Using a hair cap 30 75.0 10 25.0 89 80.9 21 19.1 0.625 .429 

Using protective shoes 30 75.0 10 25.0 86 78.2 24 21.8 0.169 .681 

**A highly statistical significant difference (P ≤ .001)                                                                   

* Statistical significant difference (P ≤ .05) 

 

Table 3 illustrates the percent distribution of the study subjects according to their preventive measures regarding MERS-CoV. As 

observed, no statistically significant difference was found between doctors and nurses regarding performing preventive measures of 

MERS-CoV. It was found that all of studied doctors always cleaning and disinfecting tools and surfaces, avoid direct contact with the 

patient and with his own tools, using a muzzle, wash and disinfect your hands with hand sanitizer, isolate the patient, using a hand 

gloves, using a tissue to cover the mouth when sneezing or coughing & using protective gowns. Also, all of the studied nurses, 

98.2% & 98.2% always cleaning and disinfecting tools and surfaces, avoid direct contact with the patient and with his own tools, 

wash and disinfect hands with hand sanitizer respectively. 

 

 

Figure 2 Frequency distribution of studied HCPs according to their total preventive measures regarding MERS-CoV (n=150) 

 

Figure 2 clarifies the distribution of the studied subjects according to their total preventive measures score regarding MERS-CoV. 

It was clear that, 73.6 % &75.0 % of the studied nurses and doctors respectively had good preventive measures regarding MERS-

CoV. 

 

Table 4 Statistically relation between HCPs ’age and their total knowledge regarding MERS-CoV (n=150) 

 

HCPs’ age 

Total knowledge 
X2 p-value 

No % No % No % 

Doctors  Poor (n=15) Average (n=6)     Good (n=19) 

18-30 0 0.0 1 16.7 0 0.0 

16.8 < 0.01* 
31-40 11 73.3 3 50.0 4 21.1 

41-50 1 6.7 0 0.0 6 31.6 

50-60 3 20.0 2 33.3 9 47.4 

Nurses  Poor (n=70) Average (n=14)        Good (n=26) 

18-30 64 91.4 11 78.6 22 84.6 

4.56 0.335 31-40 5 7.1 2 14.3 4 15.4 

41-50 1 1.4 1 7.1 0 0.0 

**A highly statistical significant difference (P ≤ .001)                                                                  

   * Statistical significant difference (P ≤ .05) 

0.0
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Table 4 shows statistically significant relationship between doctors ’age and their total knowledge regarding MERS-CoV, when p-

value was < 0.01. While there were no statistically significant relation between nurses ’age and their total knowledge regarding 

MERS-CoV. 

 

Table 5 Statistically relation between HCPs’ age & their total preventive measures regarding MERS-CoV (n=150) 

HCPs’ age 
Total preventive measures 

X2 p-value 
No % No % 

Doctors poor  (n=10) Good  (n=30) 

18-30 1 10.0 0 0.0 

11.72 < 0.008** 
31-40 8 80.0 10 33.3 

41-50 1 10.0 6 20.0 

50-60 0 0.0 14 46.7 

Nurses Poor  (n=29) Good  (n=81) 

18-30 26 89.7 71 87.7 

0.73 0.694 31-40 3 10.3 8 9.9 

41-50 0 0.0 2 2.5 

**A highly statistical significant difference (P ≤ .001)                                                           

* Statistical significant difference (P ≤ .05) 

 

Table 5 shows highly statistically significant relationship between doctors ’age and their total preventive measures regarding 

MERS-CoV, when p-value was < 0.008. While there were no statistically significant relation between nurses ’age and their total 

preventive measures regarding MERS-CoV. 

 

Table 6 Statistically correlation between total knowledge and total preventive measures regarding MERS-CoV among studied HCPs. 

(n=150) 

 

Total preventive 

measure  

Total knowledge 

Doctors Nurses 

r p-value r p-value 

0.186 0.251 0.233 < 0.014* 

 

Table 6 shows statistically significant positive correlation between total knowledge of nurses and their total preventive measures 

regarding MERS-CoV, when p-value was < 0.014. While there was no statistically significant correlation between total knowledge of 

doctors and their total preventive measures regarding MERS-CoV. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Corona Virus outbreak poses significantly challenge for global spread and maintain health 

security. Implementation of infection controlling among hospitals is very necessary to be applied by HCPs which depends on own 

their knowledge, attitudes, and practices towards MERS-CoV (Memish & Zumla, 2013; Zumla & Kroemer, 2020). By increasing the 

prevalence of MERS-CoV in HCPs in Saudi Arabia, critical needs to gather essential data for effective control and preventive plans. 

Our study was first attempt to evaluate knowledge and preventive measures towards MERS-CoV in HCPs in Tabuk.  

As observed, our study included 150 participants of HCPs, of which, 110 nurses and 40 doctors. In relation to their knowledge 

regarding MERS-CoV this study revealed that, significant differences among doctors and nurses regarding own knowledge about 

definition, risk factors & treatment measures of MERS-CoV. While no statistically significant difference between doctors and nurses 

regarding their knowledge about sign and symptoms, early detection measures and preventive measures of MERS-CoV. In Saudi 

Arabia, several studies have measured the awareness of healthcare workers and medical students about MERS-CoV and found that 

awareness among healthcare workers vary between institutions, gender and among different professions.  
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These findings were supported by a study of (Kharma et al., 2015). In Jeddah addresses awareness of procedures concern 

prevention and protecting from MERS between dental students found more information needs to be provided by authorities to 

medical staffs. In Najran region (Alqahtani et al., 2017) showed that the knowledge of the students about MERS was satisfactory in 

items evaluating their knowledge of transmission and prevention of MERS and was under expected in basic science. A survey of 

healthcare workers in South Korea found a poor level of knowledge of the modes of transmission, which was implicated in the rapid 

spread of the infection in hospitals (Kim, 2015). Concerning total knowledge, it was clear that, above 50% of studied nurses have 

poor knowledge regarding MERS-CoV and more than two thirds of the studied doctors had good knowledge as regard to MERS-

CoV. In this regard the study evaluating public knowledge by (Azlan et al., 2020) found that knowledge scores depending on many 

factors as genders, age groups, regions, occupation groups and income. This explains the difference in total knowledge between 

HCPs. Moreover, these results were in the same line as (Khan et al., 2014). In Qassim region, they showed that healthcare workers 

have good knowledge towards MERS. Also, previous study by (Kharma et al., 2015) documented that dental students had good 

knowledge about MERS‑CoV. While (Alsahafi & Cheng, 2016) reported knowledge about emerging infectious diseases is very lack 

and need to more educational and training programs. Furthermore, these findings also were consistent with (Olum et al., 2020) who 

assess KAP toward COVID-19 in Makerere University Teaching Hospitals found that overall, up to 74% of the participants had good 

practices.  

Regarding the total preventive measures of the HCPs, It is nearly three quarters of the studied nurses and doctors respectively 

had good preventive measures regarding MERS-CoV. This was consistent with (Almutairi et al., 2016) who stressed that healthcare 

providers must be trained in infection control and adhere to the universal infection control standard guidelines to facilitate 

prevention and precaution. Participants have high levels concern about Ebola virus disease and about the implementation of strict 

standard infection control precaution measures. In addition, 18.9 % of them not cover the mouth with handkerchief when sneezing 

or coughing. This go in line with two previously mentioned studies by (Lin et al., 2017; Khan et al., 2014). First, found that 37% of 

study respondents not covering the mouth with a handkerchief when sneezing or coughing. Second, found that a majority of 

healthcare workers who participated in his study were well aware of the precautionary measures and hygiene issues. In the same 

line, the study by (González, 2020) conducted online survey at the Paraguayan, Pakistan, found that the knowledge about COVID-19 

in the Paraguayan population during the outbreak was acceptable and the practices are mostly adequate. Additionally, (Almutairi et 

al., 2019) Found that the majority of the participants have high level of concern and utilized precautionary measures regard to 

MERS-CoV pandemic.  

The present study shows statistically significant relationship between doctors ’age and their total knowledge  and also between 

doctors ’age and their total preventive behavior regarding MERS-CoV. This was in line with six other studies. First (Choi & Kim, 2016) 

in there study titled factors influencing preventive behavior against MERS-CoV among nursing students in South Korea. They found 

that the participants' MERS-CoV preventive behavior was statistically significantly correlated with their knowledge and age. Second, 

(Choi & Yang, 2010) demonstrated that nursing students' age has been shown to be correlated with the application of infection 

control or preventive behavior against novel influenza A. Third, previously mentioned study by (Azlan et al., 2020) displayed that 

there were significant associations found between proper hand hygiene the wearing of face masks and age of participants. Fourth, 

the survey in Al-Jouf region, Saudi Arabia by (Nooh et al., 2015) showed that significance difference in MERS-CoV knowledge 

regarding age, level of education, and employment. Fifth (Zhong et al., 2020) in their study investigated Chinese residents’ KAP 

towards COVID-19 during the rapid rise period of the outbreak. Found that knowledge scores significantly differed across genders, 

age-groups, education levels, and residence places (P<0.001). Sixth, previously mentioned study by (Olum et al., 2020) Found that 

age more than 40 for HCPs were significantly (p < 0.05) more likely to have good practices.   

It is worth mentioning that significant positive correlation between total knowledge of nurses and their total preventive 

measures regarding MERS-CoV (r 0.233, P < 0.01). Good knowledge in some items was reflected by their good preventive measures. 

This was consistent with the previous mentioned study of (Choi and Yang, 2010). They demonstrated that knowledge has been 

informed as a factor correlated with and influencing infection prevention behavior. Therefore, ongoing education is necessary to 

reinforce preventive behavior against emerging infectious diseases such as MERS-CoV. Additionally, previously mentioned (Almutairi 

et al., 2019) found that knowledge was the significant predictor of both the level of concern and precaution measures regarding the 

MERS-CoV pandemic (P < .001).  

Furthermore, previously mentioned (Zhong et al., 2020) found higher COVID-19 knowledge scores be significant associate by low 

likelihood potentially dangerous practices towards COVID-19 epidemic. On the contrary, our result contradicted with (Goni et al., 

2019). This study could serve as baseline data for future researches and will provide information among healthcare administrators in 

formulating a health awareness sessions for MERS-CoV. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Most of studied nurses had poor knowledge regarding MERS-CoV. While more than 32% from studied doctors had good knowledge 

regarding MERS-CoV and most of the studied HCPs represented good preventive measures regarding MERS-CoV with statistically 

significant relationship between doctors ’age and their total knowledge  and also between doctors ’age and their total preventive 

behavior. Also, significant positive correlation between total knowledge of nurses and their total preventive measures regarding 

MERS-CoV (P < 0.01) was detected. There is still room for improvement in certain areas that confirms the need for health education 

sessions among HCPs. 

           

Recommendations 

• Health education programs are important for HCPs in to improve their knowledge & behavior toward the prevention of MERS-

CoV.  

• Community based education should be continuous to close the gap between knowledge and preventive strategies in adopting 

health-related behaviors of MERS-CoV. 

• Replication of study on high samples number, and different settings are recommended. 
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